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ne executive director of White Ice Corn-

pound gestured broadly at the still snow-

capped Canadian Rockies that enveloped

the complex and discouraged casual visitation for

most of the year. 'It has been three very happy years

or me here, tnough not easy on my ego since I let

corporate North America intrude on our idyllic exis-

tence Not that I blame them for my shortcomings.'

"You mean the MindWriter people'?" prompted

Jason. 'The ones who flew me up here? My clients?'
The executive director propelled Jason straight

across a manicured lawn toward the refreshment

tent, where her faculty and paying guests were bask-
rig in postcoricert euphoria, following a stirring per

formance of Beethoven by the White Ice Summer

Festival Orchestra.
'Please, don't misunderstand,' said the execu-

tive director. 'They have been fine tenants ... good

corporate citizens. . . generous contributors to our i:t-

tie community, When I rented them a part of our com-

pound for use in corporate education, they quite

generously insisted that I avail myself of some of their

training for miaievel managers. And I have to admit,

now, that their managerial style makes me feel like an

inadequate cellist with a stilt wrist, not an executive

director evolving toward cornpetenCe.

'Well, if we are going to help you," ventured

Jason, "you had better tell me quickly what you do

here. I have a 4 P.M. flight out."

"3urely. We in White Ice have a simple never-

varying rhythm of activity. By the middle of Septem-

ber, the paying guests, the visiting artists, the

musicians. and the tourists have loft White Ice and I

bring in artisans for two weeks of intensive repairs

and renovations. Then I prepare financial and artistic

reports for the three foundations that have endowed

us and also draw up an agenda for capital improve-

ments and special events, whicfl becomes the basis

for trant,c proposal writing during the weeks preced-

ing CuriatmaS. From January to April, I am on the

phone to travel agents from Mexico City to Juneau to

arrange a tight reservation and scheduling process,

so that we maximize the use of the facilities during

our season. I have developed the ability to keep track

of the cash flow, which is not easy, with Canadian

and U.S. dollars mingled.
'During the winter my artistic directors, Frances

Braun and Igor Starvinskt/—they have been Mr. and

Mrs. BraunStarJ1flSkY for 30 years—prepare the pro-

gram and hire the musicians, coordinating closely

with me on the budget. This is quite complicated, as

most of the performing artists spend only two weeks

with us, so that fully 600 artists are part of this

orchestra over the course of a summer.
"Then in the early spring I hear from the colleges

in British Columbia, who send me their music schol-

arship students for summer employment as dish-

washers, waiters, cleaners, and the like."

'Sounds as if you are right on top of the

finances," said Jason, "and I suppose in your semi-

nars with the MindWriter people they told you cash

flow is one of three things that must be watched most

carefully."
"Oh, yes indeed," the executive director laughed.

"Gauging cash flow is not the problem I descend

from a line of genteel poverty. Measuring customer

satisfaction—the second of the critical three factors

for the MindWriter folks —now that was a problem for

me —at first. The care and frequency with which they

measure customer satisfaction in the Mind Writer

seminars dumbfounded me. Throughout a seminar,

morning, afternoon, or evening, everyone breaks for

coffee and is required to fill out a critique of the

speaker. The results are tabulated by the time the last

coffee cup has been picked up, and the seminar

leader has been given feedback. Is he or she pre-
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seining mater ii too dowry or too quickiy? Are there

too many ok& or not enough? Are concrete exam-

res being used often enough? Do the particinants

want a hard coy of the Slides ? They measure attitu-
dinal  oata six times a Clay and even query you about
the meals, including taste, appearance, cleanliness

and speed, friendess, and accuracy of service.

"My problem is- employee commitment, specifi-
sally commitment Of-the orchestral performers to the
White Ice Festival, None of the other directors in my

North American assocetion of artistic and executive

directors has nearly the rapid turnover of performers

we have here, so they are not much help,"

Quoting the MindWrrter standard line, Em-

ployee satisfaction is the trd leg of the three- legged

stool on which performance is based, said Jason.

The Braun-Starvjnss have the most contact with

performers; they could be your eyes and ears. Ask
them to listen carefully.

The executive director laughed ironically.

"Jason," she said, "look over my shoulder. Directly
behind me is a couple in their mid-sixties, Please

describe as exactly as you can the behavior you
observe

"You mean the fellow in tne sweatshirt and the

woman with her hair in a bun?" whispered Jason. "He

is sleeping. And the woman is nevertheless talking to

him nonstop. AhI Now she's shaking him awake. But

he appears to tail right back to sleep. Does she ever
stop talking?"

"There you have them, Jason —the Braun-

Starvinsl's my artistic directors. He stays up all night
composing, and all day, when he is not conducting,

he snoozes. And she never stops expressing her
opinions, be they lifelong prejudicos or vagrant mus-

ings. Therefore she never listens well enough to later

give a coherent report of anything she has heard or

been told. if I have to rely on them for feedback.

everything would be filtered and distorted beyond
recognition,"

"It is just as well. Untrained observers can be

highly unreliable and inaccurate in measuring and
reporting behavior, " said Jason. "Have you tried a
suggestion box?"

"No, but I do send a letter to each visiting per-
former soliciting bouquets and br ickbats, Do you
want to know 'r4-iat some of the performers have writ-
ten?"

"Sroo',' said Jason. "But, quickly, please. I don't

want to fly through these mountains at niqht in a small
DIane."

"Here is just a sample; 'Starvinsky never listens

to our ideas,' A day under Brauri feels like a week on

a Los Angeles freeway.' 'We are all highly trained col-

lege teachers of music, but we are treated like chil-
dren.

"Clearly our performers aren't our only concern.

The restaurant employees, the hospitdty staff, the

stage carpenters, the.

"Hold on," said Jason, scribbling furiously on a

napkin. "I can see you have a problem. I'm making a

note to send you some research indexes or i work

innovation and job motivation. In fact, I believe one

identifies and measures five different dimensions of

worker attitudes. You'll find it interesting and maybe it

is something you can use Meanwhile, will you send

me your customer satisfaction instrument for concert
goers?

"Of course, Jason. And be sure I shall act quickly
on your suggestions. The Vancouver Sun has com-
mented on our inability to sustain a steady tempo and

tonatior. When a businessperson fouls up, the mis-

take may not be evident for days or weeks. But when

our orchestra strikes a sour note, 600 audience

members receive the message at the speed of
sound."



The Nature of Measurement

In everyday usage, measurement occurs when an established yardstick verifies the
height. weight, or another feature of a physical object. How well you like a song, a
painting, or the personality of a friend is also a measurement. In a dictionary sense, to

measure is to discover the extent, dimensions, quantity. Or capacity of something, espe-
cially by comparison with a standard. We measure casually in daily life, but in research

the requirements for measurement are rigorous.
Measurement in research consists of assigning numbers to empirical events in

compliance with a set'of rule-. This definition implies that measurement is a three-part

process:

1. Selecting observable empirical events.

2. Developing a set of mapping rules: a scherrke for assigning numbers or symbols to

represent aspects of the event being measured.

3. Applying the mapping rule(s) to each observation of that event.

Assume you are studying people who attend an auto show where all of the year's
new models are on display. You are interested in learning the male-to-female ratio
among attendees. You observe those who enter the show area. If a person is female, you

record an F: if male, an M. Any other symbols such as 0 and I or # and % also may he

used if you know what group the symbol identities. Exhibit 8—I uses this example to

illustrate the above components.
Researchers might also want to measure the desirability of the styling of the new

Espace van. They interview a sample of visitors and assign, with a different mapping

rule, their opinions to the following scale:

What is your opinion of the styling of the Espace s-an

Very desirable L.__L_	 _i____J Very undesirable

	

5	 4	 3	 2

EXHIBIT 8—I Characteristics of Measurement

Gender	 Attendees	 Styhisg Characteristics 	 Attendees

Sample
Elements

Empirical —* Gender
Observations

Mapping Rule	 Assign
'M' if male
'F if female

Symbol	 (M. F 

A B C D E

Desirability
of auto styling

Assign
5 if very desirable
4 if desirable

if neither
2 if undesirable
I if very undesirable

(I through 5)

A B C 1) E

35
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All measurement theonsts would call the opinion rating scale on page 221 a
form Of measurement, but some would challenge the male-female .'classification.
Their argument is that measurement must involve quantification—that is, "the
assignment of numbers to objects to represent amounts or degrees of a property pos-
sessed by all of the objects." 2 Our discussion endorses the more general view that
numbers as symbols within a mapping rule can reflect both qualitative and quantita-
tive concepts.

The goal of measurement—indeed the goal of "assigning numbers to empirical
events in compliance with a set of rules"—is to provide the highest quality, lowest
error data for testing hypotheses. Researchers deduce from a hypothesis that certain
conditions should exist. Then they measure for these conditions in the real world. If
found, the data lend support to the hypothesis; if not, researchers conclude the
hypothesis is faulty. An important question at this point is, "Just what does one
measure?".

What Is
Measured?

Earlier we discussed
operational definitions
for constructs and
concepts. You might find
it helpful to revisit
Exhibit 2-4 in Chapter 2.

Variables being studied in research may be classified as objects or as properties.
Objects include the things of ordinary experience, such as tables, people, books, and
automobiles. Objects also include things that are not as concrete, such as genes, atti-
tudes, neutrons, and peer-group pressures. Properties are the characteristics of the
objects. A person's physical properties may be stated in terms of weight, height, and
posture. Psychological properties include attitudes and intelligence. Social properties
include leadership ability, class affiliation, or status. These and many other properties of
an individual can be measured in a research study.

In a literal sense, researchers do not measure either objects or properties. They
measure indicants of the properties or indicants of the properties of objects. It is easy to
observe that A is taller than B and that C participates more than D in a group process. Or
suppose you are analyzing members f a sales force of several hundred people to learn
what personal properties contribute to sales success. The properties are age, years of
experience, and number of calls made per week. The inicants in these cases are so
accepted that one considers the properties to be observed directly.

In contrast, it is not easy to measure properties like "motivation to succeed." "abil-
ity to stand stress," "problem-solving ability." and "persuasiveness." Since each prop-
city cannot be measured directly, one must infer its presence or absence by observing
some indicant or pointer measurement. When you begin to make these inferences, there
is often disagreement about how to operationalize the indicants.

Not only is it a challenge to measure such constructs, but a study's quality depends
on what measures are selected or developed and how they fit the circumstances. The
nature of measurement scales, sources of error, and characteristics of sound measure-

ment are considered next.

Data Types
In measuring, one devises some mapping rule and then translates the observation of
property indicants using this rule. For each concept or construct, several types of data
are possible; the appropriate choice depends on what you assume about the mapping
rules. Each data type has its own set of underlying assumptions about how the numeri-
cal symbols correspond to real-world observations.
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EXHIBIT 6-2	 i),	 ,o I ii,i, \h	 &'n iI (ijaracterjstic.

ol xedtt\	 (iciuki

distance, or origin

Ordinal	 C'lamification and order	 Determination of greater or 	 Doneness of meat (well.
but no distance or	 lesser value	 medium well, medium
unique origin	 rare, rare)

Interval	 Classification, order, and 	 Determination of equality of	 Temperature in degrees
distance but no unique origin	 intervals or differences

Ratio	 Classification, order, 	 Determination of equality of ratios Age in years
distance, and unique origin

Mapping rules have four characteristics:

1. Classification: Numbers are used to group or sort responses. No order exists.

2. Order: Numbers are ordered. One number is greater than, less than, or equal to
another number,

3. Distance: Differences between numbers are orderedl The difference between any
pair of numbers is greater than, less than, or qual io the difference between any
other pair of numbers.

4. Origin: The number series has a unique origin indicated by the number zero.

Combinations of these characteristics of classification, order, distance, and origin
provide four widely used classification of measurement scales: (1) nominal, (2) ordinal,
(3) interval, and (4) ratio.

The characteristics of these measurement scales are summarized in Exhibit 8-2.
Deciding which data type is appropriate for your research needs should be seen as a
process (see Exhibit 8-3).

In business and social science research, nominal data are probably more widely col-
lected than any other; With nominal data, you are collecting information on a variable
that naturally or by design can be grouped into two or more categories that are mutually
exclusive and collectively exhaustive. If data were collected from the performing artists
at the White Ice Compound, each artist could be classified by whether he or she stayed
the summer or departed early. Every performer would tit into one of the two groups
within the variable duration of etnplownenr.

The counting of members in each group is the only possible arithmetic operation
when a nominal scale is employed. If we use numerical symbols within our mapping
rule to identify categories. these numbers are recognized as labels only and have no
quantitative value; Nominal classifications may consist of any number of separate
groups if the groups are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive. Thus, one
might classify the residents of a city according to their expressed religious preferences.
Mapping Rule A given in the table on page 225 is not a sound nominal scale because it
is not collectively exhaustive. Mapping Rule B meets the minimum requirements.
although this classification may be more uful for some research purposes than others.

Nominal Data



EXHIBIT 8-3 Moving from Investigative to Measurement Questions

tDoI Plan toowlth the Data?

Description?

Exploration?

Discovering —
difference?

Finding of
relationships

Descriptive statistical
1summary (Chapicr15)

Exhibits 16 land 18-

--f	 bxhibit 17 7	 j

Exhibit 18—I

Isdis-vibution	 Ho many groups

Wh	 1DoINtd?
	 will

- -	
--	 Nominal

What is my expected	 Are groups related
sample size?	 - - 

r.rni	 or independent?

Interval

.4	 Ratio
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= Baptist	 = Pr ic-stunt

-2= Catholic	 2 = Catholic

3 = Jewish
	

3 = Jewish

4= Lutheran	 4 = Other

5 = Methodist

6 Presbyterian

7 = Protestant

Nominal scales are the least powerful of the tour data t ypes. They suggest no order or
distance relationship and have no arithmetic origin. The scale wastes any information a
sample element might share about varying degrees of the property being measured.

Since the only quantification is the number count of cases in each categor%' the
frequency distribution,, the researcher is restricted to the use of the mode as the Inca-
sure of central tendenc y .' You can conclude which catogory has the most members, but
that is all. There is no generally used measure of dispersion for nominal scales. Several
tests for statistical significance may be utilized; the most common is the chi-square
test. For measures of association, phi. lambda, or other measures ma y he appropriate.

While nominal data are seak, they are still useful, if no other scale can e used.
one can almost always classify one set of properties into a set of equivalent classes.
Nominal measures are especiall y valuable in exploratory work where the objective is
to uncover relationships rather than secure precise measurements. This data type
is also widely used in surve y and other ex post facto research when data are classified
by major subgroups of the population. Classifications such as respondents' marital sta-
tus, gender, political persuasion, and exposure to a certain experience abound, Cross.
tabulations of these and other variables provide insight into important data patterns.

Jason visited White Ice because of MindWriter's extensive research into customer
satisfaction related to White icc'., manager training. His visit revealed White Ice's
need for some exploratory nominat data on emploYee satisfaction. Orchestra nerform-
ers could be divided into groups based on their appreciation of the Braun-Starvinskys
(favorable, unfavorable), on their attitude toward facilities (suitable, not suitable), or
on their perception of how performers were treated i a adults, as children).

.' dLca.cs .signfic-ance
rests and measures of
association in Chapters
17 nd 18.

Ordinal Data Ordinal data include the characteristics of the nominal scale plus an indicator of order.
Ordinal data are possible if the transitivity postulate is fulfilled. This postulate states: If
a is greater than band h is greater than c, then a is greater than c. 4 The use of an ordinal
scale implies a statement of "greater than" or "less than" (an equality statement is also
acceptable) without stating how much greater or less. While ordinal measurement
speaks of "greater than" and "less than" measurements, other descriptors may be
used—"superior to," "happier than:' 'poorer than," or "above," Like a rubber yard-
stick, it can stretch varying amounts at different places along its length. Thus, the real
difference between ranks I and 2 on a happine.s scale may he more or less than the dif-
ference between ranks 2 and 3.
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MANAGEMENT

An ordinal concept can be generalized beyond the three cases used in the simple

illustration of r> b> c. Any number of cases can be ranked.
A third extension of the ordinal concept occurs when more than one property is of

interest. We may ask a tester to rank varieties of carbonated soft drinks by flavor, color, car-
bonation, and a combination of these characteristics. We can secure the combined ranking
either by asking the respondent to base his or her ranking on the combination of properties
or by constructing a combination ranking of the individual rankings on each property. To
develop this overall index, the researcher typically adds and averages ranks for each of the
three properties. This procedure is technically incorrect for ordinal data and, especially for
a given respondent, may yield misleading results. When the number of respondents is
large, however, these errors average out. A more sophisticated way to combine a number of
dimensions into a total index is to use a multidimensional scale (see Chapter 19).

The researcher faces another difficulty when combining the rankings of several
respondents. Here again, it is not uncommon to use weighted sums of rank values for a
combined index. If there are many observations, this approach will probably give ade-
quate results, though it is not theoretically correct. A better way is to convert ordinal
data into interval data, the values of which can then be added and averaged. One well-

known example is Thurstone's Law of Comparative Judgment. 5 In its simplest form,

Thurstone's procedure says the distance between scale positions of two objects, A and

B, depends on the percentage of judgments in which A is preferred to B.

Examples of ordinal data include opinion and preference scales. Because the num-
bers of such scales have only a rank meaning, the appropriate measure of central ten-
dency is the median. A percentile or quartile measure reveals the dispersion. Correlation
is restricted to various rank-order methods. Measures of statistical significance are
technically confined to that body of methods known as nonparametrk methods.6

Researchers in the behavioral sciences differ about whether more powerful para-
metric significance tests are appropriate with ordinal measures. One position is that this
use of parametric tests is incorrect on both theoretical and practical grounds:

If the measurement is weaker than that of an interval scale, by using parametric meth-
ods tests the researcher would "add information" and thereby create distortions?

At the other extreme, some behavioral scientists argue that parametric tests are usually

acceptable for ordinal data:

The differences between parametric and rank-order tests were not great insofar as sig-
nificance level and power were concerned-8

A view between these extremes recognizes that there are risks in using parametric pro-
cedures on ordinal data, but these risks are usually not great:

The best procedure would seem to be to treat ordinal measurements as though they
were interval measurements but to be constantly alert to the posibi1ity of gross

inequality of intervals.'

Because nonparametric tests are abundant, simple to calculate, have good power
efficiencies, and do not force the researcher to accept the assumptions of parametric
testing, we advise their use with nominal and ordinal data. It is understandable, how-
ever, that because parametric tests (such as the t-test or analysis of variance) are so ver-
satile, accepted, and understood, they will continue to be used with ordinal data when
those data approach interval data characteristics.

Jason believed White Ice could potentially benefit by using professionally devel-
oped, well-tested work evaluation and job motivation indexes (see the opening
vignette). Because of the constructs measured (work innovation, job motivation), we
know after applying the test that one employee is more motivated than another, that one
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Interval Data

cs: . rjtce	 a
p'	 rrh	 1rrx
Car0fL OeV0LTfle1tt 01

employee generates more ideas tban another. By appl y ing numerical scores to the vari-
ation in motivation, we can assume the collection of interal data

Interval data have the power of nominal and ordinal data plus one additional strength:
They incorporate the concept of equality of interval (the distance between I and 2
equals the distance between 2 and 3). Calendar time is such a scale. For -example. the
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M ANA G E M EN I

Ratio Data

rji A N A G E M E N T

MA AGE ME NJ

elapsed time between 3 and 6 A.M. equals the time between 4 and 7 A.M. One cannot

say, however, 6 A.M. is twice as late as 3 A.M. because "zero time" is an arbitrary origin.
Centigrade and Fahrenheit temperature scales are other examples of classical interval
scales. Both have an arbitrarily determined zero point. Many attitude scales are pre-
sumed to be interval. Thurstone's differential scale was an early effort to develop such
a scale.'° Users also treat intelligence scores, semantic differential scales, and many
other multipoint graphical scales as interval.

When a scale is interval, you use the arithmetic mean as the measure of central ten-
dency. You can compute the average time of first arrival of trucks at a warehouse or the
average attitude value for union workers versus nonunion workers on an election. The
standard deviation is the measure of dispersion for arrival times or worker opinions.
Product moment correlation, t-tests, F-tests, and other parametric tests are the statistical

procedures of choice."
When the distribution of scores computed from interval data lean in one direction

or the other (skewed right or left) we use the median as the measure of central tendency
and the interquartile range as the measure of dispersion The reasons for this are dis-
cussed in Chapter 15.

Ratio data incorporate all of the powers of the previous data types plus the provision
for absolute zero or origin. Ratio data represent the actual amounts of a variable. Mea-
sures of physical dimensions such as weight, height, distance, and area are examples. In
the behavioral sciences, few situations satisfy the requirements of the ratio scale—the
area of psychophysics offering some exceptions:. In business research, we find ratio
scales in many areas. There are money values, population Counts, distances, return
rates, productivity rates, and amounts of time in a time-period sense.

Swatch's BearThne—a proposed standard global time introduced at the 2000
Olympics and that may gain favor as more of us participate in cross-time-zone chats
(Internet or otherwise)—is a ratio scale. It offers a standard time with its origin at 0
heats (12 midnight in Bid, Switzerland, at the new Biel Meridian timeline). A day is
comprised of 1,000 beats, with a "beat" worth 1 minute. 26.4 seconds.

With the White Ice project, Jason could measure the relationship of job satisfaction
with a performer's age, the number of years he or she has played professionally, and the
number of times he or she has participated in the White Ice summer festival. Each of
these examples represents ratio data. For practical purposes, however, the analyst
would make the same choice of statistical technique as with interval —ta.

All statistical techniques mentioned up to this point are usable with ratio scales.
Other manipulations carried out with real numbers may be done with ratio-scale values.
Thus, multiplication and division can be used with this scale but not with the others
mentioned. Geometric and harmonic means are measures of central tendency, and coef-

ficients of variation may also be calculated.
Researchers often encounter the problem of evaluating variables that have been

measured at different data levels. The possession of a CPA by an accountant is a nomi-
nal, dichotomous variable, and salary is a ratio variable. Certain statistical techniques
require the measurement levels to be the same. Since the nominal variable does not
have the characteristics of order, distance, or point of origin, we cannot create them arti-
ficially after the fact. The ratio-based salary variable, on the other hand, can be reduced.
Resealing salary downward into high-low, high-medium-low, or another set of cate-
gories simplifies the comparison of nominal data. This example may be generalized to
other measurement situations—that is, converting or resealing a variable involves
reducing the measure from the more powerful and robust level to a lesser one.' 3 The
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loss of nea'urement power, accompanying this decision is sometimes costl y in that oni'
nonparaifletric sialkue^ cahen 'be used in data analysis. Thus, the design of the me
surement questions should antk'içiate s uch problems and avoid them .whn pNe-:

Sources of Measurement Differences

The Prince Corporation

image study starts here
and is used throughout
this chapter.

The ideal studs' -ho iild he designed and controlled for precise and unambi g uou nwa-

q urement of the variables. Since It,Xt percent control is unattainable, error does oceui
Much potential error i s y temane (results from a bias) while the rcioaindei is rataloin
(occuis erraticall y t. One authorit y haspointed out several sources troni which naca-
sured differences can come.°

Assume you are conducting an ex post facto stud y of the residents of a major
The study concerns the Prince Corporation. a large manufacturer with its hcudquartcr
and several major plants located in the cit y . The objective of the stud is to dkcoer
the public's opinions about the compan y and the origin of any gencruUy held ad' cr-c
opinions.

Ideall y. any variation of scores amon g the respondents would reflect true differences
in their opinions about the company. Attitudes toward the firm as an cmplovcr. as an eco-

logically sensitt\e orgai17airon. or as a progressi ve coroorate citizen would he accu-
rately expressed. However, four ma; or error sources may contaminate the results: (1 the
respondent, (2) the situation. 3) the measurer, and i4 the data collection instrirrnent.

Error Sources The Respondent Opinion differences that affect measurement come (toni relei-

livel y stable characteristics of the respondent. Ty pical ot these are eiiiployec status. eth-
nic group membership, social class, and nearness to plants. The skilled researcher will
anticipate man y' of these dimensions. adrusnng the design to elimtnate. neutralize. or
otherwise deal with them. Howes ci'. even the skdled researcher ma y not he as aware of
less obvious dimensions. The latter variet y might be a traumatic experience a given
respondent had with the Prince Corporation or its personneL Respondents ma y he rC!Uc-
tant to express strong negative (or po s itive) feelings. express opinions which they per-
ceive as different from those of others, or the y may have little knowledge about Prince
but he reluctant to admit ignorance. This reluctance call 	 to all 	 of
gucsscs."

Respondents may also cuffer from tempni-ar y factors itkc fatigue, boredom. anxi-
ety, or other distractions: these limit the ability to respond accuratel y and full y . Huugei.
impatience. or general variations in mood ma y also have an tmpact

raaye-: ::me-let''.
CD-bur'na -hark.
made the astorn CD
only Oesaar-s nu, sac
teasbe. Mca alaq Stt!tu(i€c,
atcutcep."- arats
pmoiEiCtK.:S •'ro'a'yfom
aubIistssr,-'vners. sr'•,
dStOfx it-aC sa f', $03 oh
for new bO$$0SS o'Ojes
aeco rncsate rQp5'y
advs'-c'-o t000rOOC
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tk that the amount o' ACTIVITY wil l :rorease,
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Situational Factors These potential problem areas are legion condition that
places a strain on the interview or measurement session can have serious effects on the
intcrvieeNrespondent rapport. if another person is present, that person can distort
respones by joining in, by distracting. or by merely being present. It the respondents
believe anonymity is not ensured, they may be reluctant to express certain feelings.
Curbside or intercept interviews are unlikely to elicit elaborate responses, while in-

home interviews more often do.

The Measurer The interviewer can distort responses by rewording . paraphrasing,

or reoideTin g questions. Stereotypes in appearance and action introduce bias. Inflec-
tions of voice and conscious or unconscious prompting with smiles, nods, and so forth

ma y encourage or discourage certain replies. Careless mechanical processing—check-
ing of the wrong response or failure to record full replies—will obviously distort find-
ings. in the data analysis stage. incorrect coding, careless tabulation, and faulty

statistical calculation may introduce further errors.

The Instrument A defective instrument can cause distortion in two major ways.

First, it can be too confusing and ambiguous. The use of complex words and syntax
beyond respondent comprehension is typical. Leading questions, ambiguous meanings,
mechanical defects (inadequate space for replies, response choice omissions, and poor

printing), and multiple questions suggest the range of problems.
A more elusive type of instrument deficiency is poor selection from the universe of

content items. Seldom does the instrument explore all the potentially important issues.

The Prince Corporation' study might treat company Image in areas of employment and
ecology but omit the company management's (iV)C leadership, its support of local edu-
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cation programs, or its position on minority issues. Even if the general issues are stud-
ied, the questions may not cover enough aspects of each area of concern. While we
might study the Prince Corporation's image as an employer in teimf salary and wage
scales, promotion opportunities, and work stability, perhaps such topics as working
conditions, company management relations with organized labor, and retirement and
other benefit programs should also be included.

The Characteristics of Sound Measurement

What are the characteristics of a good measurement tool? An intuitive answer to this
question is that the tool should be an accurate counter or indicator of what we are inter-
ested in measuring. In addition, it should he easy and efficient to use. There are three
major criteria for evaluating a measure4ent tool: validity, reliability, and practicality.

• Validity refers to the extent to whkh a test measures what we actually wish to
measure.

• Reliability has to do with the accuracy and precision of a measurement procedure.

• Practicality is concerned with a wide range of factors of economy, convenience.
and interpretability. 15

In the following sections, we discuss the nature of these qualities and how researchers
can achieve them in their measurement procedures.

Validity Many forms of validity are mentioned in the research literature, and the number
grows as we expand the concern for more scientific measurement. This text features
two major forms: external and internal validity) The external validity of research
findings refers to the data's ability to be generalized across persons, settings, and
times; we discussed this in reference to sampling in Chapter 7, and more will be said
about this in Chapter 14.' In this chapter, we discuss only internal validity. Internal
validity is further limited in this discussion to the ability of a research instrument to
measure what it is purported to measure. Does the instrument really measure what its
designer claims it does?

Validity in this context is the extent to which differences found with a measuring
tool reflect true differences among respondents being tested. We want the measurement
tool to be sensitive to all the nuances of meaning in the variable and to changes in
nuances of meaning over time. The difficulty in meeting the test of validity is that usu-
ally one does not know what the true differences are. Without direct knowledge of the
dimension being studied, you must face the question, "How can one discover validity
without directly confirming knowledge?" A quick answer is to seek other relevant evi-
dence that confirms the answers found with the measurement device, but this leads to a
second question, "What constitutes relevant evidence'!" There is no quick answer this
time. What is relevant depends on the nature of the research problem and the
researcher's judgment. One way to approach this question is to organize the answer
according to measure-relevant types. One widely accepted classification consists of
three major forms of validity: (1) content validity, (2) criterion-related validity, and (3)
construct validity (see Exhibit 84).'

Content Validity The content validity of a measurin g instrument (the composite
of measurement scales) is the extent to which it provides adequate coverage of the
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EXHIBITS-4 Summary of Validity Estimates

Content	 Degree to which the content of the items adequately
represents the universe of all relevant items under

study.

Judgmental or panel evaluation with
content validity ratio

Criterion-related	 Degree to which the predictor is adequate in 	 Correlation

capturing the relevant aspects of the criterion. 	 . -	 -.

Concurrent	 Description of the present, criterion data are
available at same timer as predictor scores.	 -

Predictive	 Prediction of the future; criterion data are measured
after the passage of time.

Construct	 Answers the question, "What accounts for the 	 Judgmental

variance in the measure?" Attempts to identify the 	 Correlation of proposed test with

underlying construct(s) being measured and	 established one

determine how well the test represents it (them).	 Convergent-discriminant techniques
Factor analysis
Multitrait-multimethod analysis

The management-
research question
hierarchy discussed in
Chapter 3 helps to reduce
research questions into
specific investigative and
measurement questions
that have content validity.

investigative questions guiding the study. If the instrument contains a representative
sample of the universe of subject matter of interest, then content validity is good. To
evaluate the content validity of an instrument, one must first agree on what elements
constitute adequate coverage. In the Prince Corporation study, one must decide what
knowledge, attitudes, and opinions are relevant to the measurement of corporate public
image and then decide which forms of these opinions are relevant positions on these
topics. In the White Ice study, Jason must first determine what factors are influencing
employee satisfaction before determining if published indexes can be of value. If the
data collection instrument adequately covers the topics that have been defined as the
relevant dimensions, we conclude the instrument has good content validity.

Determination of content validity is judgmental and can be approached in several
ways. First, the designer may determine it through a careful definition of the topic of
concern, the items to be scaled, and the scales to be used. This logical process is often

intuitive and unique to each research designer.
A second way to determine content validity is to use a panel of persons to judge

how well the instrument meets the standards. A panel independently assesses the test
items for a performance test. It judges each item to be essential, useful but not essential,
or not necessary in assessing performance of a relevant behavior. The "essential"
responses on each item from each panelist are evaluated by a content validity ratio, and
those meeting a statistical significance value are retained. In both informal judgments
and in this systematic process, "content validity is primarily concerned with inferences

about test construction rather than inferences about test scores."19

It is important not to define content too narrowly. If you were to secure only super-

ficial expressions of opinion in the Prince Corporation public opinion survey, it would
probably not have adequate content coverage. The research should delve into the
processes by which these opinions came abouti How did the respondents come to feel
as they do, and what is the intensity of feeling? The same would be true of Mind-
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The picket line of st rikers, like those seen here for the United
Mine Workers of Mierica, is a Sight commonly associated W 
union membersrp. Peter 0, Hart Research Associates,
conducting a Society for Human Resource Management (SHPM)
worker motivation study for the AFL-CIO, measured via an ordinal
measurement scale that younger workers' interest in iormtg
unions was qrowtrig not in numberS but In strength of conviction
Comparing a 1999 study with two previous studies conOucted in
1997 and 1996. 7 percent more participants selected 'would
deflntety/robably vote for union representation What would
you look for i r assessing the sounaness of ths measure,ent?

Writer's evaluation of service quality and satisfaction. It is not enough to know a cus-

tomer is dissatisfied. The manager charged with enhancing or correcting the program
needs to know what processes, employees, parts, and time sequences within the Corn-
pleteCare program have led to that dissatisfaction.

Criterion-Related Validity Criterion-related validity reflects the success of mea-

sures used for prediction or estimation. You may want to predict an outcome or estimate
the exitence of a current behavior or condition. These are predictive and concurrent

validity, respectively. They differ only in a time perspective. An opinion questionnaire
that correctly forecasts the outcome of a union election has predictive validit y . An

observational method that correctly categorizes families by current income class has
concurrent validity. While these examples appear to have simple and unambiguous
validity criteria, there are difficulties in estimating validity. Consider the problem of
estimating family income, There clearly is a knowable true income for every family.
However, we may find it difficult to secure this figure. Thus, while the criterion is con-

ceptually clear, it may be unavailable.
In other cases, there may be several criteria, none of which is completely satisfac-

tory. Consider again the problem of judging success among the sales force at SalesPro.
A researcher may want to develop a pre-employment test that will predict sales SUCCeSS.
There may be several possible criteria, none of which individually tells the full story.
Total sales per salesperson may not adequately reflect territory market potential, com-
petitive conditions, or the different profitability rates of various products. One might
rely on the sales manager's overall evaluation, but how unbiased and accurate are those
impressions? The researcher must ensure that the validity criterion used is itself "valid."
One source suggests that any criterion measure must he judged in terms of four quali-
ties: (I) relevance, (2) freedom from bias, (3) reliability, and (4) availability.20

A criterion is relevant if it is defined and scored in the terms we judge to be the

proper measures of salesperson success. If you believe sales success is adequately
measured by dollar sales volume achieved per year, then it is the relevant criterion. If
you believe success should include a high level of penetration of large accounts, then
sales volume alone is not fully relevant. In making this decision, you must rely on
your judgment indeciding what partial criteria are appropriate indicants of salesper-

son success.
Freedom from bias is attained when the Criterion gives each salesperson an equal

opportunity to score well. The sales criterion would be biased if it did not show adjust-

ments for differences in territory potential and competitive conditions.
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An example offactor
analysis is described in
Chapter 19.

A reliable criterion is stable or reproducible. An erratic criterion (using monthly
sales, which are highly variable from month to month) can hardly be considered a reli-
able standard by whichIojdge performance on a sales employment test. Yet if an unre-
liable criterion is the only one available, it is often chosen for the study's purpose. In
such a case, it is possible to use a correction for attenuation formula that lets you see
what the correlation between the test and the criterion would be if they were made per-
fectly reliable.21

Finally, the informtion specified by the criterion must be available. If it is not
available, how much will it Cost and how difficult will it be to secure? The amount of
money and effort that should be spent on development of a Criterion depends on the
importance of the problem for which the test is used.

Once there are test and criterion scores, they must be compared in some way. The
usual approach is to correlate them. For example, you might correlate test scores of 40
new salespeople with first-year sales achievements adjusted to reflect differences in ter-
ritorial selling conditions.

Construct Validity One may also wish to measure or infer the presence of abstract
characteristics for which no empirical validation seems possible. Attitude scales and
aptitude and personality tests generally concern concepts that fall in this category.
Although this Situation IS much more difficult, some assurance is still needed that the
measurement has an acceptable degree of validity.

In attempting to evaluate construct validity, we consider both the theory and the
measuring instrument being used. If we were interested in measuring the effect of
ceremony on organizational culture, the way in which "ceremony" was operationally
defined would have to correspond to an empirically grounded theory. Once assured
that the construct was meaningful in a theoretical sense, we would next investigate
the adequacy of the instrument. If a known measure of ceremony in organizational
culture was available, we might correlate the results obtained using this measure with
those derived from our new instrument. Such an approach would provide us with pre-
liminary indications of convergent validity. If Jason were to develop a work innova-
tion index for artistic personnel at White Ice and, when compared, the results
revealed the same indications as a predeveloped, established index, Jason's instru-
ment would have convergent validity. Similarly, if Jason and Myra developed an
instrument to measure satisfaction with the CompleteCare program and the derived
measure could be confirmed with a standardized customer satisfaction measure, con-
vergent validity would exist.

Returning to our example above, another method of validating the ceremony con-
struct would be to separate it from other constructs in the theory or related theories. To
the extent that ceremony could be separated from stories or symbols, we would have
completed the first steps toward discriminant validity. Established statistical tools such
as factor analysis and multitrait-multimethod analysis help determine the construct ade-
quacy of a measuring device.22

In the Prince Corporation study, you may he interested in securing a judgment of
"how good a citizen" the corporation is. Variations in respondent ratings may be drasti-
cally affected if substantial differences exist among the respondents regarding what
constitutes proper corporate citizenship. One respondent may believe that any company
is an economic organization designed to make profits for its stockholders. She sees rel-
atively little role for corporations in the wide-ranging social issues of the day. At the
other end of the continuum, another respondent views the corporation as a leader in
solving social problems, even at the cost of profits.

Chapter 18 describes
statistical techniques
used to find correlation
between variables.
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Both of these respondents might understand Prince's role ni [III' iiiiitiiiit but
judge it quite differently in light of their differing views about what its role should he It'
these different views were held, you would theorize that other information about these
respondents would be logically compatible with their judgniefl(. You might expect the

first respondent to oppose high corporate taxes, to be critical of increased ins olvt'ment
of government in family affairs, and to believe that a corporation's major responsihilit

is to its stockholders, The second respondent would he more likely to favor high corpo-
rate income taxes, to opt for more governmental involvement in daily life, and to

believe that a corporations major responsibility is a social one.
Respondents may not be consistent on all questions because the measurements may

be crude and the "theory' may be deficient. When hypothesized tests do not confirm the

measurement scale. you are faced with a two-sided question' Is your measurement

instrument invalid, or is your theory invalid'? These answers require more information

or the exercise of judgment.
We discuss the three forms of validit y separately, but they are interrelated, both

theoretically, and operationally. Predictive validity is important for a test designed to

predict employee success. In developing such a test. ' i ou would probably first postulate

the factors (constructs that provide the basis for usetul prediction. For example, you

would advance a theory about the variable in emnlo.ee success--an area for construct
validity. Finally, in developing the specific items for inclusion in the success prediction
test, you would be concerned with how well the specific items sample the full range of

each construct a matter of content validity).

In the corporate image study for the Prince Corporation. both content and construct

validity considerations have been discussed, but what about criterion related validity?
The criteria are less obvious than in the employee success prediction, but judgments
will be made of the quality of evidence about the company's image. The criteria used
may he both subjective--Does the evidence agree with what we believ&?----and

objective--Does the evidence agree with other research findings?
Looking at Exhibit 8-3, we can approach the concepts of validity and reliabilit y hs

using an archer's bow and target as an analogy. High reliability means that repeated
arrows shot Irotu the same bow would hit the target in essentially the same place---

although not necessarily the intended place (first row of the graphic). If we had a bow

EXHIBIT 8-5	 Validity

Understanding Validity	 High	 Low

and Reliability
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with high validit y as well, then ever',' arrow would hit the hull's-eye (upper left panel). If
reliability is low or decreases for some reason, arrows would be more scattered (lacking
similarity or closeness like those shown in the second row)

High validity means that the how would shoot true every time, it would riot pull to
the right or tend air careening into the woods. Arrows shot from a highvalidit y how
w!! be eJutered around a central point (the bull's-eye), even when they are di'persed by
reduced reliabilit y first column of the graphic). We wouldn't hit the bull's-eve we were
aimin g at hecatite the low validity bow--like the flawed data collection instrument-
wi 'uld not perform as planned. When low validity is compounded by tow reliability, the
panern of arrows i s not only oft bull's-eve but is also dispersed (lower ri ght panel).

Reliability Rdhability means marr y things to many people, but in most contexts the iron of consis-
tency emerges. A measure is reliable to the degree that it supplies consistent results. Reli-
ability is a necessary contributor to validity but is not a sufficient condition for validity
The relationship between reliability and validity can be simpl y illustrated with the use of
,I scale. If the scale measures your weight correctl y (using a concurrent CntCi'iOn
sut ii as a scale known to be accurate), then it is both reliable and valid It' it consistently
overweigh, you by six pounds, then the scale is reliable but not valid. If the scale mea-
sures erratically from time to time, then it is not reliable and therefore cannot be talid. So
if a measurement is not valid, it hardly matters if it is reliable- because it does not mea-
sure what the designer needs to measure in order to solve the iesemch, problem. In this
ontrxt. reliability is not as valuable as validity, hut it is much easier to assess.

Reliahilitt is concerned with estimates of the degree n' which a fl1eIs1nement is
tree of random or unstable error. Reliable instruments can be used with confidence that
ttaosteut and situational factors are not interferin g . Reliable instruments are robust: they
work well at different times under different conditions. This distinction of time and con-
dition is the basis for frequently used perspectives on reliability '--srahilitv. equivalence,

nternai consistenc y (Sec Exhibit 8--6),
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EXHIBIT 8-6 Suniniar of RrliaIili% Ftimates

Stahulttv

Parallel forms	 Equivalence

Split-half
	

Internal

KR5O
	 consistency

Cronhaclfs
alpha

Reliability of a test or instrument inferred from examinee
scores. Same test is adntinistered twice to same subjects
over an interval of 1eo than six months.

Degree to which alternative forms of the same measure
produce same or similar results. Administered
simultaneously or with a delay.

Intcrratcr estimates of the similarity of judges'
observations or scores.

Degree to which instrument items are homogeneous
and reflect the same underlying construct(s).

Correlation

Correlation

Specialized
correlational
formulas
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Stability A nature IS said to posess stabilit y if you can secure consistent results
with tepeard mtmmeits of the came person withTh same instrument. An observa-
tional procedute i, stable if it gives the same reading on a particular person when
repeated one ot rn'no nines. It ii nttcn possible to repeat observation, on a subj ec t and to
compare them for n-otenc. When there is much time between measurernern, there is
a chart 'c 1 or situational factors to change, theIeb) affecting the obscr ations. The diange
won,' appear tneorrectl as a diop in the reliability of the measurement process.

measure ment in survey situations 15 more difficult and less easily executed
than in	 atior.' .tudies. While you call 	 a certain at.tion repeatedly, you

can reslirves --rtiy once. This leads to a test-retest arrangement .ith compal-
is( ini hetween the two tests to earn ho' rciahle they are Some of the difficulties that
can acw in the test-rett methodology and cause a downward bias in stability include:

• I ime-delays between measurements--leads to situational Uaor changes (also a
problem in ObsCl\jtnjfl studies

• Insufficient time between measurements—permits the respondent to remember
Peious ati'.wers and repeat them, resulting in biased rehahilits todivators.

• Respondent's discernment of a disguised purpose--may intmoduce bias if chin
hold ,, apit torts related to the purpose hr not asseo i ;cith current [flea-

it emeni quc S lOriS

• Lpk sensitivity---occur, when the respondct seeks to learn mre ah"tn the tunic
in tie ' v and different optrdons before the retest.

• Introduction of extraneous moderating variables hetteen measni-ements---
nla'v re [ i n . change in the i espondent's opinion [min fact. ii 1 ire t it'd to the
research.

A su ggested remedy is to extend the interval between Lest and retest tfrotn two
weeks to it month). While this may neip, the researcher must he ainit to the chance an
oLitS;dC factor will contaminate the measurement and distort the stability scote Conse-
quently. stability measurement through the test-retest approact la, itmtted applications.
More interest has centered on equivakne

Equivalence A second perspectist' It' reliability considers how much error mac be
toir . duced by different investigators i observation) or different samples of hems
being studied (in questioning or scales). Thus, while stability is concerned with per-
sonal and situational fluctuations from one time to another, equivalence is concerned
with variat i on, at one point in time among obser er and samples of items. A good way
to test for the equis alence of measurements b y diflcr-'nt observers is to compare their
Scot ills of the same event, An example ,) F 	 is the scoring of Ol ympic figure skaters
by a panel oh judges.

In studies where a consensus among experts or observers is required, the similarity
of the judges' perceptions is sometimes questioned. How doe. a panel of supervisors
render a judgment on merit raises a ness priduct's packa g ing, or future business
trends 'Jnrcrrater reliability may be used in ases t6orreIate the observations or
LoTeS of the judges and render an index of ho',' consistept the ir ratings are. in Oh rnpic

figure skating, a judge's relative positioning of skaters 'b'^estohlichtng a rank order for
each judge and comparing each jud ge's ordering for all sKaters) t a means of measur-
ing equivalence

The major interest v,ith eIuIes i ence Is typieahh' not how re5pondentc differ from
iteln to Lem but how well a giveti set of items will aiegorize individuals. There may be
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many differences in response between two samples of Items, ht if a person is clas
s ifiedth

e same ay by each test, then the tests have good equivalencu

	

s	
e

One tests for item sample equivalence by using alternative or parallel forms ot the
same test administered to the same persons simultaneously The reuç of the two tests
are then correlated Under this condition, the length of the testing pruess is likel

y toaffect the suhects responses through fatigue, and the interred reliuhiJjr N
ot the parallelfor

m 
will be reduced according ly, Some measurement tliconsts nd an interval

between the two tests to Compensate for this problem This approac-h called 
delayedequitalentfo 5 is a composite of test-retest and the equivalee method, As in test-

retest, one would administer form X followed b y form Y to half the exarninces and form
Y followed by form X to the other half to prevent -order-of- Presentation" cffects.

The researcher can include only a limited number of measurement questions in an
iflSment. This limitation implies that a sampleof measurement questions from a con-
tent domain has been chosen and another sample producing a similar number will need
to be drawn for the second rnsirnent, it is frequentl y difficult to create this second set.
Yet if the pool is initially large enough, the items may be randoml

y selected for each.
Instrument Even ith more sophisticated pr(cdurCs used by publishers of standard-
ized tests, it is rare to find fully equivalent and interchangeable questions.24

Internal Consistency 
A third approach to reliabi]jt\ uses only one administration ofan instrument or test to assess the internal ConsistCnc% or homogeneity among the items.The split-ha if 

technique can be used when the measuring tool has many similar questions
or statements to which the subject can respond. The instrument is administered and the
results are separated b y item into even and odd numbers oi • iflto randoml y selected halves,When the two halves are correlated if the results of
me	 the correlation are hi gh, the instru-merit is said to have high reliability in an internal consistency sense. The high correlation
tells us there is similarity (or hc>mo genejty ) among the items. The potential for incorrect
inferences about high internal consistenc' exists when the test contains many items—
which inflates the correlation index,

The Spea
rman-Brown correction formula is used to adjust for the effect of test length

and to estimate reliability of the whole test. A problem with this approach is that the wa
ythe test 

is 
split may influence the internal consistency coefficient. To remedy this, other

indexes are used to secure reliability estimates without splitting the test's items. The
Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 (KR20) and Crorthach s coefflcje,u alpha are two fre-
quently used examples. Cronbach's alpha has the most utility for multi-item scales at the
interval level of measurement. The KR20 is the method from which alpha was general-ized and is used to estimate reliability for dichotomous items (see Exhibit 84)).

Improving Reliability 
The researcher can improve reliability by choosing amon

	

the following;	 g
M ' N G (.	 N

• Minimize external sources of variation

• Standardize conditions under which measurement occurs

• Improve investigator consistency by using only well-trained, supervised and moti-
vated Persons to conduct the research.

• Broaden the sample of measurement questions used by adding similar questions to
the data collection instrument or adding more observers or occasions to an obser-vational study. -

• Improve Internal Consistency of an 
instrument by excluding data from analysis

drawn from measurement questions eliciting extreme responses. This approach
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i
equi[es the assumption that a high total score reflects high performance and a low

total score, low performance. One selects the extreme scorer say. the top 20 per-
cent and bottom 20 percent-for individual analysis By this pioceSS, 

y ou can dis-

tinguih those iteiliS that d i
fferentiate high and low scorers. Items that have little

discriminatory power can then be dropped from the leSt.

The scie IliC requirements of a proleCt call for the measurement prOccs to he 
1 liahle

and s alid. while the operational requirements call for it to he practical. Pr0ctiCalitY has
been defined as econ.PIV conveflienCc. and i,iterpreiUbthP While tins leIti0

rtrs to the development of educational and 
5ychologiCal tests, it is meaningful br

busineis nicasurements a well.

Economy Some trade-ofl usually OCCUIS 
between the ideal research project and the

budget instrument letith is one area where economic pressures dominate. More items

give more reliabilit y.
 but in the interest of limiting the intervie\k or ohserratiofl time

(and therefore costs). we hold down the umher of measurement ouestlo. The choice

of data eollcCtiufl method is also often dictated b
y economic tacror s he rising cost 1

personalntcrsiCWing first led to an increased use of long-di5tdn teeph0fle surVe
In stand

and uhsequcntlY to the current rise in online surveys.	
:srdiZC tests the coSt 01

test materials alone can he scch a 
5 gnificant expense that it eneoUtaP multiple reuse.

Add to this the need for fast and ecofli)micaI scoring, and we sce h' mputer scoring

nd scanning arc aitractise.

Convenience A measuring device passes the convenience rest t[ 
It :s easy to admin-

ister. A questionnaire with a set of 
detailed but clear instmCttons. s tth examples. eas-

ier to complete correctl y
 than one that lacks these features. In a eli.prePcir0d study. it

is not uncOtflrnOfl for the interviewer intrUctiOilS to. he several times 'onger than the

inter' jew questions. Naturally. the more complex the concept, the grcatei the need

for clear and complete instructions
.. We can also make the in5tfliWetit easier to cdnhjfliS

ter by 
giving close attention to its design and layout. Crowding of mmcccii, pour repro-

ductions of illustrations, and the carryover of items from 
one page to the nC\t make

completion  of the nstrurnCnt more difficult.

interpretability This 
aspect of pracicalitY is relevant when persons other than the

test designers must interpret the results. It is usually but not excIus el an
issue u ith

standaidized bests. in such Cases, the designer of the data collection instrument pros idc

ses eral key pieces of information 10 make interpretation possible:

• A statement of the functions the rest was designed to measure and the procedures

by which it was developed.

• Detailed instruction s for administration

• Scoring ke y s and inStIUCtiOflS

• Norms for appropriate reference group.

• Evidence about reliability
• Evidence regarding the intercorrelation5 of cubscores.

• Evidence regarding the relationship of the test to other measures

• Guides for test use.

Practicality
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- agreed	 send hin

enut.\s- J't a' \'teIce some sac

' toao	 r' .eassfln oC	 and

.o flg ha fie, he found a piece of resoarcia

conducted at O go ai'hCat'' separate inits 01 the Ten

rs -se VajIe	 a &rity, three dMSiOOS 01 an etect-Y.S

p&TY arid' deptmefltS of ar, e,pcbance mar'ufact'Jr

Inc ornpaflv. Trc orocedure tor the measures
was rt to bold a "umber of informal nmn4e with supaW
soty arid nenSuPe'\.Y ernoioyeeS From the eowiedge

The
acqued, the re as nerS construCted tfle uSStieflS. se

were the, pretested and re'3d tCG en separate groups of

WA enip cees. Out of t. c ploceSs cane the s-ttem ques-

tiennatre a. uterest tO Work movation shiwanr,EXhe'it 8-7

lhs nshirer.l and the others '.ee completed lj
eec of the ee Corrip3005 c 'eiahetv of the 1nteeSf r

hr.	
a 'et iCte''

i1i&l questicis. hc atert 'as ione one month ado'

'st test. C reia'2g t"° test-most scores questkY heClS-
hon gave tie fnlowing reuI's (see the Pearson core) ation

C'3ator 3 hr raye inforrrattcn on rcw tnese

correiat'Ofl co" ,-r't ,scrc CompUtCd.

Question	 r

QI
	 .72

Q2

Q1	 .64

Q4	 .67

Q5
	 .54

Q6

EXHIBIT 8-7 Interest in Work innovation Index	
roro unit

In Vs it kind sI ss s,rk. if, . person trieS to che hi' 	 ual w3% of doing tin n,', Itow noes is	 .'--	 -

suall)	 iis 'i ss oise the tried and ii sic incthud work best ri mY u ok.
uii 

Usually doesn't inake much difference.

-	 Usually turns Out better; our method' need improvement.

2. Some people prefer doing ajob in pretty much the sane way because this ssa\ they can count on alway' doing a good

job Othc like to go out of their wa y to order to think up new way' of doing things. How is it with y
ou on your

(I) ._I always prefer doing things pretty much in the same way.

(2). .	
I mostly prefer doing things pretty much in the same way.

(4) ..._. 1 mostly prefer doing thing' in new and different ways

(5) 1 always prefer doing thin
gs in new and different ways.

.3 How often do you try out, on your own, a better orfa"ter I ay of doing co ineltung no sii

(5)_ Once a week or more often

(4)	 Two or three times a month.

- About once a month.

(2)	 Every few months.

(1)	 Rarely or never.

4 How often do you get chances to t' Out your own ideas on the job. either before or after checking with Your

superviSory
Several times a week or more

About once a week.

Several times a month.

(2t	 About once a month

I)	 Less than once a month
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EXHIBiT 8-7 Concju&d.
-:

S {	 kind of job, it's usual ly better to l&my4upervjso .wor	 w or better ways of doing things.
(1)	 Strongly agree.

(2)	 Mostly agree.

(4) Mostly disagree.

(5) Strongly disagree.

6. How many times in the past year have you suggested to your supervisor a different or better way of doing somethingon the job?

(I)
	

Never had occasion to do this during the past sear.
(2)
	

Once or twice.
(3)
	

About three times.
(4)	 About five times.

(5)
	

Six to ten times.
(6)
	

More than ten fims had occasion to do this durrng the past year

in parentheses preceding each response category indicate the score assigned to each response.Source: Marun Patcheis Srn,tt Quesijorjj 	 Meaoj,esS	 Mon wItio mdMomk, Monograps No.41 (Ann Arbor: 1nstitsee fociat	 eac , The tJruversity of Michigan. 1965), pp. 115-1

I	 rneago:j cnterc- DdSecJ valcdit he
ocnpanr'o worker scores on the six questions to ratings f
-e same workers by the, supervisors, Superaseors were

uOi tO .nnk of Specifr' rstarcces w"ere empicyees in
their u oa su9gesterJ now r hetter wse of doing the
ob. The en rankeri empio'ees thrr rson.a ki w on
r-̀CkIhQ 0-t mc new deas The median co'reiati,

OOPA'een tno frxiex scores and the pervisor rat ings was
'about t5. At TVA, where there vsas active suggestion.
.tem in orjertcn they also 'OUT 16 f -a  he iridey sonres
Of those mat an suggestions were sgn f'nttv higher than
thOse nof maleng suggestej.

Ccse vaid'ity ssas evajuatecj bye iparing scores
on the interest in Worjc innovation tr,Jex 0 ,her ob'rglateil
ve4iabte5. Mean Scores on the index wet e computed for 90
'wer groorjs at IVA. These mea-,, were then correlated
wth 9r000 scores on other vanabtes that iere hypoe
sized to refate to interest in innovtl Tne results are
shown cc 6hbl 8-8

The mSoarctiers coic jej-The index of Interest in
Work hmvatjort whi a rough one, snows adequate reha-

bity and sufficient eviderico ot Vdiidity to warrant ts use Inmaking rogn d!stinCbor,,s among gmuçs of peopte (or
among az;, '2?	 tcon they tested arsk, of
the ,r,Jc 'lOin-iS 1, , and () arid fnonct is .'alidity to be
am- herjunj to that of the anger form.

'-caving revewej this research Study witr -ts denved
macYes, Jason worded what r'e fr-iurd to the iym
ebony atrector. She woulo decide if :L was ad . ptabt or if
she shoud develop her own lflStrUmt Man "

,gets andre'searche-s frequent ly assume they need a ;uice ta
bred to their unfrje situation This decJsn can be
costby and time-consumg Redab;frty testing 'nay be
ignored a--id vatdity assessmonto IF-u be coriined tornpre.s y'i5 about content Tjptcafty, therj& no compa

• rabte evidence from Other studies by a r.rch to caUh'- '
The findings

'f Jason's recommendation pro- to be ma
orate, a further search of existing mea, -es will re
many established ones That sight fit the a tor's need
Most are coptigt- ted but available from omrrierca,
Sources.
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EXHIBIT -.8 Relation of Scores on Lntere,t in Work Innusai. " u1cx*ocv on Other Job-Related Variables'
for 90 -Work Groups at TVA iPearson product-i . . 'it euton coeflkient, r)

tion	 Variable Name	 elation
	

Variable Name

44	 Job lifit 'b	 to J' :'"' 'UP

.39	 Ideim Ii cau a s i th	 ii ne. upat ann	 G, ma I job I not na! In.nn

.29k 	 Control o%er work methods	 36 	 Willinguess to disagree with supernisot

2S	 Pet cci ved opporiu nty mi a h nc	 n'.1	 2	 p1	 it chan ges ma work . anon

.19	 1 end'inack on ptrt0nnancc	 .1)11	 ,,mt. no sith TVA
13	 Cornroi over 'oa1s in urk 21 	 On enIl ntisacrinn (with pay. promotion,

1 r aehie'' ment'	 ,rnr',. and peels;

The shnra $ hree-,jien, ;'des 13 was used for thesc ct,n'eiatioin.
'c-'si are aft indexes each index a composi of several sperjficLquestions.

r-test,	 -	 '
F^ is is tin' \ bsesern . nt RIsk Pr "r'oce Seate d Ioped 1w P )'('onnor and! W. Atkinson 19601,-

,	 M5 .T

Ma,-sa' Paichen. Some Q,c"ss,arn' %ln'on,, 'en, njFe';n ," .Sloe(nath'ri 'ned!,,,,'	 Crapli N, 41 (Am -\rbor. Institute for
Social Research. The LIni crsay ot Michigan, 1963). p. 24

SUMMARY:	 .	 1

'5.

I \\' hi Ic' pe ople inea'-u re thi n,-, ' easu st 5. in 0 . I I ''citC h ns'as1n ement is more pie
rise and controlled. In measurement 'ne ettl,'n n t tnc,oui jim properties ol the ohie5tS
sather than the object', theniseivn. An e em i, rnc,,stned in terms 01 its duration. Whm;
happened (lur i ng it, who s a tnoln ed, v here it oc,'uITed, and so forth, are all properties
of the event to be more rretsc, what are imcasur'd are indij,mnt ', of the pt ope'ties.
1 bus, for dura'ion, one meceures the number of hours and minutes recorded. For what
happened, nra' uses some 'nestem to r'Iasifr tspes of octvities that occuired. Measure
ment typicalls uses some sort of scale to cIasifv or quanlify the data collected.

-241 There are foot scale types In increasing o;der of pover, they are nomina l . ordinal.

inter',aI, nd ratio. 

Ntnp,j,jl ,ales e!a',ifr sn nh-mt in order, distance, or unique
ori g in. Ordinal data shoss magnitude re!,itto nshtps of more than and less than but have
no distance or unique oris!iii Interval scale -, have both oider and distance bin no unique
origin Ratio scales possess ill of tijesu' !'eatutes

3	 Instruments may yield nrorret readings of an indicant for mans reasons These iria
be i'!assitid accordin g to error courec-' - Ii the raspondent or sithjt, 2, siwdtioiial

factors, 3m the measurer, and (1) the i n',tniment.

4 Sound measurement must meet the 1 cL, of ' audit .reliahtlmts, and practtcalit. Va!iditr
reseal, the degree to which an 1ntntmn.cpt ineasuru's what it is suppo'ed to measure ts
assist the reeai'c her in sob ing the rn 'ncaih problem. Three forms ot thninv are used in'

es aluate ineasurs-nient scales ( 'oment ' mliditv exists to the degree that a mneasume pro
ides iii adequate reflection of the In plC under studs. Its determination is prmn'maril'.

judgmental and intuitive. Criteriojj-ielatt'd saIidit relates to our ahilits to predict sumS
0Ut'')ti1C sr estimate the existence Of s tine current condition Coitsu oct ul dits is the
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interval data
mappng rules
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ratio data 228
reliability 236

equivalence 238
internal consistency 239
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validity 231

construct 234
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most complex and abstract A measure has construct validity to the degree that it con-
forms to predicted correlations of other theoretical propositions.

A measure is reliable if it provides consistent results Reliabiht is a partial con

btoto vay. but a measurement 	 may be reliable witht being valid. ThrTh	
ee

forms of reliability are stability. equivalence, and internal consistency. A measure has
practical value for the research if it is economical, con\ement. and interpretable.

Scenario
	 Page

Sponsored a study on the attitudes toward copyright
	 230

infringement.

A research company using mea'ureinent scales to pro\idc
	 227

companies with customer feedback

Research firm that studied ad effectiveness measures being
	

236
used to evaluate Internet advertising.

Measuring attendees' reactions at an auto show, 	 221

A trade association's research reveals what ad sellers are 	 236

using to measure ad effectiveness.

An ad seller trying to determine the best way to evaluate 	 236

ad effectiveness.

A study to determine nsoth'afttig factors for retaining 	 233
and recruiting workers in a tight job market; further
analysis regarding young workers' interest in unions.

A study to discover the public's opinions about the 	 229
company and the origin of any generally held adverse
opinions.

SalesPro	 A studs to evaluate sales perfonnance

Society for Human	 A study to determine motivating factors for retaining
Resource Management	 and recruiting workers in a tight job market: further

(SHRM)	 analysis regarding young workers' interest in unions,

Swatch Co.	 The use of BeatTime as a ratio scale.

5. study for American Demographics about adult attitudes
related to copyright infringement, included in its special
issue on privacy

Instrument development; reliability and validity emphasis.

Company

American
Demographics

Burke CSA

Dynamic Logic

Espace Van'

Interactive
Advertising Bureau

MarketWatcb.eom

Peter 1), Hart
Research Associates,
AFL-CIO

Prince Corporation'

TaylorNelson Sofres
(TNS) Jntersearch

Tennessee Valley
Authority

233

233

228

230

241
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White Ice Summer	 A study of co, 	 influencing the rapid tuinover	 BRTL.
Festival Orchestra*	of perfot suet	 Close tip.

throughout

Due to the confidential and proprietary na rc of moss research, the names of some coinpanie, ha* been
ch.

1. What can we measure about the four objects listed below? Be as specific as possible.

a. Laundry detergeni

b. Employees	 .

c. Factory output	 - -	 -

d. Job satisfaction

2. What are the essential differences among notional, ordinal, interval, and ratio scales' How
do these differences affect the statistical anal ysis techniques we can Use?

3. What are the four major sources of measurement error? Illustrate by example how each of
these might affect measurement results in a face-to--face interview situation.

4. Do you aerec or disatce with the following statements? Explain:

a. Validity is more critical to measurement than reliability.

h. Content validity i the most difficult type of saiidity to determine.

e. A valid measurement is reliable, but a reliable measurement may not be valid.

I Stability and cqul\'alcnce are essentiall y the same thing.

Terms in Review

Making Research	 5. You have data front corporation on the annual salar y of each of its 200 employees.

Decisions	 a illustrate how the data can be presented as ratio, interval, ordinal, and nominal data.

b. Describe the successive loss of informat i on as the presentation changes from ratio t
nominal.

6. Below are listed some objects of varying dors'. of abstraction. Su ggest properties of each
of these objects that can he measured by each of the four basic types of scales.

a Stoic ,ustomcrs.

Voter attitudes.

c. Hardness of steel alloys.

d. Preference for a particular common stock.

e. Profitability of various divisions in a company-

7. You have been asked by the head of marketing to design an instrument by which your pri-
vate, for profit school can evaluate the quality and value of its various curricula and courses
How might you try to ensure that your instrument has

a. Stability?

- .	 b. Equivalence?	 .. •.. ..

c Internal consIs1ency

d Content validity?	 . . ...

e. P-edictive vlidity?

f Construct validity?
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A new hue at Mobil Oil, you are asked to assume the management of the Mobil Restaurant

	

• • . -	 Guide. Each restaurant striving to be included in the guide needs to be evaluated. Only a

	

• -	 .	 select few restaurants may earn the five-star status. What dimensions would you choose to

measure to apply the one to five stars in the Mobil Restaurant Guide?

	

•	 9. You have been asked to develop an index of student morale at your school.

a. What constructs or concepts might you employ"

* Choose-severcilof the major conQepts aniipcit1eJi dimensions.

	

-	 .	 .	 c. Select observable indicators that you might use to measure these dimensions.

d. How would you compile these various dimensions into a single index!

e. Flow would you judge the reliability and/or validity of these measurements?

From Concept	 10. Using Exhibits 8-7 and 8-2, match each question to its appropriate data type. For each data

to Practice	 type not represented, develop a measurement question that would obtain that t ype of data.

WWW Exercises 	 Visit our website for Internet exercises related to this chapter at
v w.rnhhe ComUSjfle,S/C(iOer)

A GEM OF A STUDY	 PEBBLE BEACH CO.

CALLING UP ATTENDANCE	 RAMADA DEMONSTRATES ITS
PERSONAL BEST

0 DATA DEVELOPMENT, INC.	 STATE FARM: DANGEROUS
INTERSECTIONS

NCR- TEEING UP A NEW STRATEGIC	 THE CATALYST FOR WOMEN
DIRECTION	 IN FINANCIAL SERVICES

*All cases indicating a video icon are located on the Instructor's Videotape Supplement. All nonvideo cases are in the case
section of the textbook. All cases indicating a CD icon offer a data set. which is located on the accompanying CD.

1. Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavio,csl Resea,rh, 3rd
ed. (New York: Halt. Rinehart & Winston. 1986), p. 396; and
S. Stevens. -Measurement. StatistiCs, and the Schemapiric
View," Science (August 1968). p. 384.

2. W. S. Torgemon, Theory and Method of Sealing (New York:
Wiley, 1958), lx. 19.

S. We assume the reader has had an introductory statistics
course in which measures of central tendency such as arith-
metic mean. median, and mode have been treated Similarly,
we assume familiarity with measures of dispersion such as
the standard deviation, range, and interquartile range For a
brief review of these concepts, refer to the JL)escrtpti-r Statis-
tics section in Chapter 15 or see an introductory vt,.tt-.tics

- text
While this might intuitively seem to be the case consider that
one might prefer a over b, I' over c, yet c over ii. These result'

cannot be scaled as ordinal data because there is apparcntts
more than one dimension m,ulsed

S. L. L. Thurstone, Ike Measurement of Values (Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1959)

6. Parametric tests are appropriate when the measurement is
interval or ratio and when we can accept certain assumptions
about the underlying distributions of the data with which ac
arc working. Nonparaniethc tests usually involve much weaker
assumptions about measurement scales (nominal and ordinal),
and the assumptions about the underlying distribution of the
population are fewer and less restrictive. More on these tests is
found in Chapters 17-19 and Appendix E.

7. Sidney Siegel. Nonparametrie Statistics for the Behavioral Sci-
ences ( New 'York: McGraw-Hill. 1956), p. 32.

8. Norman A. Anderson, 'Scales and Statistics. Parametric and
Nonparametric," Psschvloiai Bulletin 58, no. 4, pp 315-36
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9. Kerlinger. Foundations, p.403.
10. Sec Chapter 9 for a discussion of the differential scale.
11. See Chapters 17 and 18 iota discussion of these procedures.
12. To learn more about Swatch's Beattime, visit: httpflwww.

swatch.coinfinternettime/internetthnephp3.
13. The exception involves the creation of a dummy variable for

use in . a regression or discriminant equation. A notinietric vari-
able is transformed into a metric variable thiough the assign-
ment of a 0 or I and used in a predictive equation.

14. Claire Selltiz. Lawrence S. Wrightaman, and Stuart W. Cook,
Research Methods in Social Relations. 3rd ed. (New York:
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1976), pp. 164-69.

15. Robert L. Thorndike and Elizabeth Hagen. Measurement and
Evaluation in Psychology and Education, 3rd ed. (New York:
Wiley, 1969), p.5.

16. Examples of other conceptualizations of validity are factorial
validity, job-analytic validity, synthetic validity, rational valid-
ity, and statistical conclusion validity.

17. Thomas D. Cook and Donald T. Campbell. "The Design and
Conduct of Quasi Experiments and True Experiments in Field
Settings." in Handbook of Industrial and Organizational Psy-
chology. ed, Marvin D. Dunr.ette (Chicago: Rand McNally.
1976). p. 223.
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18, Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests and Ma,w-
air (Washington, DC: American Psychological Association,
1974), p. 26.

19. Wayne F. Cascio, Applied Psychology in Personnel Manage-
ment (Reston, VA: Reston Publishing, 1982), p. 149.

20. Thocndike and Hagen, Measurement and Evaluation, p. 168.
21. See, for example, Cascio, Applied Psychology, pp. 146-47. and

Edward G. Canines and Richard A. Zeller, Reliability and
Validity Assessment (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage Publications.
1979), pp. 48-50.

22. Emanuel I Mason and William I. Bramble, Understanding
and Conducting Research (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1989),
pp. 260-63.

23. Cascio, Applied Psychology. pp. 135-36.
24. Mason and Bramble, Understanding and Conducting

Research, p. 268.
25. Thornlike and Hagen, Measurement and Evahw.tkm, p. 199.
26. Martin l'atchen, Some Questionnaire Measures of Employee

Motivation and Morale, Monograph No. 41 (Ann Arbor: Insti-
tute for Social Research. The University of Michigan, 1965),

P I
27. Ibid., P. 25.
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